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ABSTRACT

A new theory is developed for explaining the processes that give

rise to desertification. This theory is arrived at through analyses of

possible influences of Earth's surface albedo modifications upon the

general atmospheric circulation patterns with the aid of a recent

theory of Sun-Climate/Weather links [Njau, 1985a; 1985b; 1986; 1987a;

1987b]. It is shown that surface-albedo modification in a given region

will not induce significant changes in the general atmospheric

circulation patterns unless the region's size is at least equal to a

certain minimum value. Finally, a new desertification indicator is

suggested.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Desertification may be defined [United nations. 1978] as "the

diminution or destruction of the biological potential of the land, and can

lead ultimately to desert-like conditions". Available statistics show

that desertification destroys approximately 5 to 7 million hectares of

useful land yearly [Sanders . 1986] and that altogether it is currently

affecting up to about 80 million people. Following the documentation of

some past droughts in the Sahel and oti»r regions, the United Nations

convened their first global conference on "De»ertific»tWjn 1977 jn

Nairobi, Kenya [United Nations, 1978]. After this conference, several

countries adopted plans of action to combat desertification. However,

there has so far been little or no progress in combatting desertification

world-wide [Dregne, 1984].

A scan through the literature shows that several authors

significantly disagree on the causes of desertification [e.g. see

Verstraete (1986) for a review]. Intuitively such a disagreement is

likely to impose another disagreement on what should be done in order

to optimally combat desertification. The aim of this paper is to develop

a basic theory of desertification which may settle this disagreement

and hopefully pave the way for a scientifically synchronised approach

towards combatting desertification.

2. FORMULATION

We start with the established physical mechanism through which

the Sun controls climatic/weather variations [Njau, 1985a; 1985b;

1986; 1987a; 1987b; 1987c], which is simply illustrated in Fig.1.

According to the latter, the net solar energy incident upon a given

Earth's surface region together with the atmosphere above it over a

length of time T (> 2 days) is a result of the corresponding interaction

between the region's spinning motion and a continuous solar energy

signal g(t) which is composed of variable components (VC's) and a

constant component (CC) as shown by the equation:

3{t) = CC + of VCi

(D

where a -constant, an - constant for a given n, and the radian frequency

w c n - is constant for a given n. On the basis of the references cited

above, g(t) interacts with the rotational motion of the region involved

to form ultimate heat energy patterns denoted by f(t) and given as

f(t) = -S, H -rut)

A + H + -ait) (2)

where f.W-£%„«•>K.t), t j t ) .

N - T/y, x - mean sunrise - sunset duration, y - mean distance between



two adjacent noon points, w r p - p-dependent radian frequency, ws(t -

k-dependent radian frequency, and O(t) represents any heat energy

gain/loss due to atmospheric interaction(s) between the region involved

and other regions. We may briefly interpret terms fj (t), f2(t) and f3{t)

physically as follows. The sampling process resultant from the spinning

motion of the region in question acts upon component ccCC to form a

constant component H(<CC) together with some oscillations denoted by

f2(t). On the other hand , the same sampling process converts the VC's

into two types of oscillations f1 (t) and f3(t). Effectively the former

represents a reduced form of the VC's while, the latter represents

oscillations at relatively higher frequencies. Owing to additive

interactions in the Earth-Atmosphere system, f 1 {t). f g W ^ W , Q{t) and

H form a more complex physical system. It is interesting to note that

whenever the two conditions A^Ffc - HFn and w rk - w c h + w s n hold,

the h t n oscillation in f^ (t) combines with the n t n oscillation in f2(t)

and the k t n oscillation in f3{t) to form an amplitude -modulated

waveform which we shall denote by fnkn<t). The latter has modulating

frequency w r k - w c n , carrier frequency w c n and modulation index

2HF n /A c n . Let us denote by X(t) the sum of all oscillations f.,(t), f2(t)

and f3<t), which are not involved in forming amplitude modulations as

already indicated. Thus as a result of additive interactions in the

Earth-Atmosphere system, f(J) in equation (1) is transformed into Eft)

such that

it) X[t) H+IUt) (3)

f Stable/quasi-stable}
•\ amplitude L
(̂ modulations \

J

fllnstable/ *\
V time-varyingS.
[oscillations |

Normally I I (t) is much smaller than the other variable components of

Eft) and is also much smaller than the constant component of Eft). This

implies that in as far as heat budget dynamics are concerned, the role

of fl(t) is much smaller than that of the other components.

Now as the albedo of the Earth's surface region under

considerations increases (only due to changes in the Earth's solar energy

sampling mechanism such as physical changes on the energy-receiving

Earth's surface), the amplitudes of at least H, X(t) and £ fn n k ( t ) in

equation (3) correspondingly decrease. Consequently, provided that the

size of the region involved is large enough (see Section 3 for

elaboration) the heat energy oscillations/ inhomogeneities in the local

environment will also decrease. The same fate will detail local

atmospheric eddies and larger circulation systems because these are

basically driven by corresponding heat energy oscillations/

inhomogeneities [e.g. Palmen and Newton, 1969]. In fact the decrease in

heat oscillations/inhomogeneities over the region results in two main

physical effects. Firstly, local pressure differences and hence

atmospheric motions will decrease [Hidy, 1967] since the pressure

gradient force does not only play a crucial role in generation of
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atmospheric motions [Fleagle and Businger, 1963] but it is, aside from

the gravitational force, the only force capable of initiating atmospheric

motion [Iribarne and Cho, 1980]. Secondly, the region involved will

generally be at relatively higher, more perpetual/frequent atmospheric

pressure and stability compared to its surroundings, and this will tend

to encourage air current outflow (at low levels) and hence force a

decrease in its rainfall. The general picture then is that as the

albedo in the region significantly increases, the locat atmospheric

system is correspondingly immobilised and hence appears to the general

atmospheric system as a relatively higher pressure zone. The

subsequent changes in the general circulation patterns then lead or

favour a significant decrease in local rainfall. Continuation of this

process is, therefore, likely to lead to desertification as summarized in

Fig. 2. It is worth remarking here that an albedo-rainfall hypothesis has

been suggested before [Charney, 1975] as the cause of desertification

in warm zones, but this hypothesis was then based on a different

physical mechanism which has thereafter been questioned [Ripley,

1976].

The account just given implies that a region that has undergone

complete desertification (i.e. a desert) would be characterised by

relatively high surface albedo, frequently/permanently high atmospheric

pressure and stability with respect to its surroundings and obviously

low rainfall. All these features actually characterise all the deserts

currently in existence. Apparently the high pressure that frequently/

permanently exists over a desert relative to its surroundings gives rise

to frequently outgoing air streams (at low levels) which may transport

substantial soil dust away. This is supported by Sellers (1965) who

concludes that the atmosphere over deserts is very stable and that

ascending motions are suppressed.

In support to our theory, previous results by other authors [e.g.

Lockwood, 1979] show that an increase in albedo alone is enough to

produce a substantial decrease of rainfall in the Sahel. As noted in our

theory, desertification depends critically upon the amplitude

modulations and oscillations given by the first and second terms on the

right-hand-side of equation (3). Since these amplitude modulations and

oscillations are formed everywhere along the Earth (of course at

differing extents), the implication is that deserts may form at any

latitude as long as the required conditions are fulfilled. It is not

surprising, therefore, that the existing deserts are distributed between

hot/warm and cold zones. Finally our theory is in excellent consistence

with recent results of model experiments with surface albedo changes

[Laval, 1986].

3. MINIMUM AREA REQUIRED FOR ALBEDO MOOIRCATION

In the preceding section, we mentioned in passing that a change

in the albedo of a surface region may induce significant changes in the

general atmospheric patterns only if its size exceeds a certain minimum

value. This minimum value may be obtained as follows. Consider the

region sandwitched between points P and Q whose mean solar zenith

angles are 6° and (8 + <t>)°, respectively . Suppose that we want to

perform albedo modification in this region in order to induce significant

changes in the general atmospheric patterns. In order for this venture



to succeed, the minimum size of the region must be such that the

maximum change of incident solar energy in the region due to solar

zenith variation is equal to 1/V? of the least (mean) change A of

incident solar energy due to albedo. This condition for minimum size of

the region required may be expressed mathematically in terms of the

parameters shown in Fig. 3 as

^ A =: Cose - tos(e + <f>) (4)

Thus if both e and <t> are known numerically, then the minimum value of

X (hereinafter simply denoted by %m) required may be evaluated.

Equation (4) shows that %m is latitude dependent, being largest at

Equatorial zones (-1314 Km) and decreasing as latitude increases.

It wouid be worthwhile comparing values of x m worked out from

equation (4) with corresponding values determined experimentally .

Currently we are aware of only one case in which %m has been

determined experimentally. In this case , Berkofsky (1986) determined

the value of Xm*°r Negev, Israel by means of numerical experimentation.

He arrived at a value of about 250 km. Now since 0 - 3 0 ° for Negev,

Israel and that for surfaces along the Earth A * 0.03 [Riehl, 1976],

equation (4) yields for Negev x m • 2 6 1 k m - Clearly the latter value

agrees very well with the one determined experimentally by Berkofsky

(1986).

4. DISCUSSION

We have shown in Section 2 that a desertification process is

accompanied by a decrease in the amplitudes of the first two terms on

the right-hand side of equation (3). On this basis, we may suggest a new

desertification indicator D which is pegged upon the amplitude of one of

the stable/quasi-stable amplitude modulations given in equation (3).

Since the smallest-period and yet most widespread oscillation that

amplitude-modulates the annual heat/temperature cycle is the

quasi-biennial oscillation [e.g.Njau 1987b], it would be convenient to

peg D upon the air-temperature amplitude-modulated waveform (AAW)

in which the annual oscillation forms the carrier signal while the

quasi-biennial oscillation forms the modulating signal. Thus 0 may be

defined as

D - amplitude of the carrier signal in AAW (5)

This indicator may be evaluated from a stretch of air temperature data

using any appropriate computer program [e.g.Njau 1987d], preferably

after decoupling out the non-AAW components. A decrease in the value

of 0 with time (for a given region) would signal a positive

desertification process while an increase of D with time would

indicate a negative desertification process caused by a decrease in

surface albedo or an increase in atmospheric greenhouse effect.

Influences of the latter upon climatic variations have been discussed

elsewhere [Njau, 1987e].

As noted in Section 1, several authors seem to disagree on the

basic causes of desertification. Some of the causes given by different
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authors are: human pressure and adverse climatic conditions [ Rapp,

1986], man's influence on the environment [Sanders, 1986], unwise

human activity [United nations, 1978], changes in large-scale

atmospheric circulation patterns and not small scale (localised)

alterations of the landscape [Lamb, 1983; Landsberg, 1986], and a

natural process [El-Baz, 1983]. All these differences are likely to

disappear in the light of the Sun-Climate link mechanisms mentioned

earlier <Fig.1) as well as the physical mechanism summarised in Fig.2.

For a start, Fig. l implies that by modifying the solar-energy receiving

part of the Earth-Atmosphere system, man also modifies the future

system of climatic oscillations (short-period to extremely long-period)

in the Earth-Atmosphere system. Thus long-period* climatic oscillations

or trends which may appear purely natural may have had substantial

human modifications in the past. Finally, Fig.3 together with section 3

clearly show that landscape alterations may trigger significant changes

in large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have used a recent theory of Sun-Climate/Weather links to

explain the basic processes responsible for desertification. These

processes mostly hinge on surface-albedo modification by man.

However, although surface-albedo modification is linked to

desertification, such modification may induce significant changes in the

general atmospheric circulation patterns only if the area involved has at

least a certain latitude-dependent minimum size given by equation (4).

Finally the association between desertification and AAW has led to the
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identification of a new desertification indicator specifically pegged

upon the AAW as given by equation (5). Since desertification affects

all the frequencies of E(t) in equation (3) more or less akin to white

noise, some AAW data derived from a temperature record through

appropriate bandpass filtering will incorporate desertification effects

but exclude effects due to other atmospheric variations that lie outside

the AAW frequency band. This then leaves desertification as a

dominant factor that controls the amplitudes of the carrier as well as

the modulating signals of the AAW data and hence justifies the

suggestion of D as a desertification indicator.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG.1: Schematic illustration of the basic physical mechanism through

which the Sun control climatic/weather variations.

FIG.2 : The basic processes that give rise to desertification.

FIG.3 : A representation of the Earth and two points P and Q located on

its surface. The solar zenith angles for P and Q are 6° and (6 +

* ) ° , respectively. Besides, the Earth's centre and radius are

represented by 0 and R, respectively.
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